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Abstract
Incident Response has become an important component of cybersecurity. The usual security
measures are ofen powerless against new and targeted atacks, also known as IT-Security
incidents. Key issues such as informaton exchange formats and sharing platorms remain on the
agenda of the cybersecurity community, especially for incident responders. Incident Response
actvites require additonal processing of personal data, so may themselves create a privacy risk.
Current developments towards Incident Response show that systems are increasingly insecure to
data breaches, especially due to the massive amounts of personal data and the possibility of
linking this data to personal identfers. Therefore, the joint project ITS.Overview[2] has set itself
the goal of creatng a detailed overview of IT-Security incidents in diferent industrial sectors that
can be correlated and exchanged among companies to be able to quickly identfy cyberatacks.
This artcle aims to ofer an inital assessment of data protecton measures using Incident
Response management. The key problems in this context are legal and technical barriers. The
main factors are the possibility of entering free text in Ticketng Systems and the legal obligatons
for sharing informaton under the General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR), as well as lack of
interest and, due to trust issues, the fear of sharing informaton. Furthermore, the confict
between IT-Security on the one hand and informatonal self-determinaton on the other hand
must be resolved by the technically and legally correct use of Incident Response.
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1. Introducton
Today’s world is not only characterised by the processing of a massive amount of personal data
but also by an increasing number of data breaches.[3] The increasing amount of breaches suggests
that not only the number of security breaches are going up, but they are increasing in severity as
well. Cybersecurity is a rapidly evolving sector. In the German economy, cybercrime costs
businesses more than 10 billion Euros annually.[4] New types of security-related incidents[5]
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emerge frequently. Due to the volatlity, force and pace with which technological innovaton is
occurring in the global economy, cyber risk has become a huge contemporary threat to all actors.
Preventve measures are important to secure IT systems. To overcome this challenge, a successful
Cyber Security strategy must be able to quickly identfy and resolve atacks as well as ofer a
detailed overview of IT-Security incidents to ensure appropriate IT-Security. Incident Response is
an organised approach used by IT-Security ofcers to detect and mitgate atacks and
vulnerabilites on IT-Security processes and falls under the generic term “Risk Management” which
is an actvity that deals with the evaluaton and prioritsaton of risks and the analysis,
implementaton, control and monitoring of implemented measurements in order to manage IT
risks. This involves preparatory measures and processes such as addressing vulnerabilites before
they are exploited, reactve measures such as detectng atacks in real-tme and prioritsing them
for response, and post-incident measures such as removing any vulnerabilites that were
exploited. The concept of Incident Response has become widely accepted and implemented in the
business environment. Responding to an incident immediately will help a company minimise
losses, mitgate exploited vulnerabilites, restore services and processes, and reduce the risks that
future incidents pose. Contnually monitoring incidents is therefore essental. Establishing clear
policies and procedures for prioritsing the handling of incidents is critcal, as is implementng
methods of collectng, analysing and sharing of data. These methods raise various legal questons.
In view of the increasing threats posed by both external and internal atacks on IT systems, the
increasing complexity of cyber-atacks requires more efectve informaton sharing among
companies and authorites. Companies that want to resist current atacks must be able to assess in
real tme which of their systems are or could be afected by a cyber-atack or a data breach.
Identfying and dealing with such vulnerabilites and security incidents as quickly as possible is one
of the basic principles of informaton security. For this reason, a reliable and detailed overview of
the situaton and prognosis of the incidents that occur is of immense importance. In order for this
to happen, secure and efectve informaton exchange and the sharing of informaton must take
place.[6]
Incidents are usually documented by using a Ticketng System. A Ticketng System ofers a variety
of possibilites for processing security incidents. The tcket, which is associated with an incident, is
contnuously updated by analysts during the process untl the incident has been resolved. To
resolve incidents, the Incident Response team needs to use this informaton itself and may also
share it with other companies. By combining the Ticketng System with a collaboraton sharing
platorm such as Malware Informaton Sharing and Threat Sharing Platorm (MISP)[7], these
security incident indicators can be shared and correlated with other companies as trusted
partners. Based on this data analysis, the companies can quickly take suitable steps to ensure
appropriate IT-Security. The tcket will also be correlated and enriched with Open Source
Intelligence (OSINT) – publicly available informaton, from open sources such as blogs and other
feeds – to create an overview about the IT-Security threats in diferent industrial sectors. Such a
picture consists of a variety of technical and non-technical informaton. The creaton, exchange
and correlaton of these pictures makes it possible to prevent and solve atacks. This is applied to a
range of practcal detecton, notfcaton and informaton sharing techniques commonly used in
Incident Response. The aim of this artcle is to show how these do in fact protect, rather than
threaten, the privacy[8] and data protecton rights.
This data analysis requires the processing of several types of data and informaton that is
associated with identfers, such as IP and email addresses and server logs, which can be subject to
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stringent rules applicable to personal data and require companies to comply with data protecton.
[9] Due to the collecton and correlaton of a massive amount of data, which is inherent to this
system, partcular atenton must be paid to implementng Ticketng Systems and MISP in
accordance with data protecton requirements.
The research is motvated by the lack of privacy protecton features in Incident Response IT
systems.[10] This project aims to embed privacy protecton into the development of technologies
startng from its earliest phase, and at every subsequent stage of development, to ensure a level
of security appropriate to the inherent risk in the data being processed. This will include, for
example, measures to ensure that any data is unintelligible to any person who is not authorised to
access it. Wider sharing will be covered by a clear policy by using Trafc Light Protocol (TLP), to
indicate whether recipients can distribute data further. Protocols such as TLP allow for informaton
to be shared in a more structured way in face-to-face communicaton. With special regard to the
General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR) the project considers the legal requirements and
privacy enhancing technologies[11] when processing personal data for legitmate interests. The
fnes for not being compliant with the GDPR can be high. Consequently, it is vitally important that
companies antcipate the regulatory environment.
The author intends to explore the issues outlined above and discuss the legal basis of data
processing in the distncton of possible confguratons of the framework like On Premises (On
Prem) and Sofware as a Service (SaaS), the state of the art and give baseline examples for Privacy
by Design and Default. Furthermore, the author will argue that system design is the key to bridge
the gap between Cyber Security and Data Protecton.

2. Incident Response by using a Ticketng System and the
Malware Informaton Sharing and Threat Sharing Platorm (MISP)
A Ticketng System as well as MISP will collect, exploit and share a massive amount of data.
Because personal as well as technical data will be collected, the GDPR will be applicable. Art. 3
GDPR defnes the territorial scope of the regulaton. The GDPR will apply to companies which have
EU “establishments”, where personal data are processed “in the context of the actvites” of such
an establishment. [12]
In brief, under the GDPR, the concept of personal data has been expanded to include any
informaton relatng to a data subject. Art. 4 (1) GDPR defnes personal data as “any informaton
relatng to an identfed or identfable natural person (data subject)”. In additon, the artcle
stpulates that identfcaton numbers, locaton data and online identfers with reference to an
identfable natural person are also personal data. It must therefore be held that data that does
not consttute personal data or data which has been rendered anonymous are out of the GDPR’s
scope.[13] But technological advances have made it common practce to aggregate and combine
seemingly non-personal informaton to identfy individuals.[14] As a result, all data may potentally
be personal and there is no “meaningless data”.[15]
This project covers a three-stage processing, which includes “access” to the data shared by data
collectors (Ticketng System or OSINT), analysis of the data received and distributon of this data
with trusted partes. It should be noted that the collecton and analysis of data for internal use
within a Ticketng System is a separate purpose from the sharing of informaton with third partes
and must comply with Art. 5 (1)(b), 6 (4) GDPR.
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2.1 Collectng security incidents by the use of a Ticketng System
Incident Response is typically tcket-based. Ticketng Systems are used to create, assign, update
and track tckets across an organisaton. A tcket element, within the Ticketng System, is a running
report on a partcular problem caused by incidents or vulnerabilites. This format enables
companies to describe a possible problem in IT security by entering free text and correlate or
share this tcket among companies in order to generate a soluton. Examples for the contents of
such a tcket could be the descripton of an incident, atempted solutons or additonal
informaton. Additonal informaton includes Indicators of Compromise (IOCs), company-internal
sensor data - for example, through Intrusion Detecton Systems (IDSs) – as well as possible
pathways of infectons. This data ofen contains informaton linked to personal indicators such as
Internet protocols or e-mail addresses.
Where processing is necessary, the justfcatons in Art. 6 GDPR should be used. According to the
GDPR, the collecton of data can be based on the consent[16] – for example, through work
agreements and an additonal consent by entering a tcket – of the data subject or on a legal basis
that permits processing. These requirements can be met by including relevant provisions in service
level agreements and also in terms of use.
Databases and data should also be secured using technical means. Art. 5 GDPR outlines six data
protecton principles that companies need to follow when collectng, processing and storing
personal data. The controller is responsible for complying with the principles. Where appropriate
to the purpose, access controls can ensure that only authorised users have access to the content.
To ensure data protecton compliance, the IT-Security ofcer takes account of technical and
organisatonal measures, partcularly with regard to Privacy by Default. In partcular, the input of
free text is a challenge in relaton to the GDPR. Collectons of free text may contain personal data
but it is almost impossible to fnd and might only be classifed by sophistcated Data Mining
procedures. Furthermore, the data protecton principles – in partcular, the principle of data
minimisaton[17] – must be discussed due to the amount of data being entered. Some of these
risks are technically unavoidable but can be reduced. For example, a tcket could ofer structured
input felds and reduce free text entry to a minimum, and policies could be set up concerning
appropriate storage tmes and deleton optons.[18] In additon, technical and organisatonal
measures must also be implemented and the need for protecton determined, thus classifying the
data. The aim of this determinaton is to identfy what protecton requirements the data has with
regard to the IT principles of confdentality, integrity and availability and what type of data
protecton and data backup measures are required and to what extent. This need for protecton is
based on the possible damage associated with the breach.
Personal content exists in inherently unstructured forms. Efectve data protecton requires an
understanding of what is considered as personal data. Understanding where and how personal
data is used drives more informed security decisions. With more accurate classifcaton
incorporatng user knowledge, security ofcers can beter protect all data. Defning classifcaton
and how the data is handled is critcally important. Data classifcaton is a process to categorise
diferent types of data based on various criteria driven by, for example, the German Federal Ofce
for Informaton Security (BSI). The 3-step model of the German Federal Ofce for Informaton
Security consttutes important guidance.[19] In order to defne classifcaton categories, it may
help to ask what the data types are, where the personal data is located and who the data subject
is, how the personal data is used and shared and, how the personal data is governed.
In additon, a pop-up message could be used to point out data processing when entering personal
data. However, this has a minimum level of, or even no, security, since such a message is usually
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clicked away without being read.[20]
Reducing free text felds is also important to prevent data quality errors that result from the
manual data entry. Data quality management mechanisms in this context are an important issue.
[21] By using diferent kinds of data formats and transport mechanisms, such as STIX[22] and
TAXII[23], a lot of efort is put into structuring informaton.[24]

2.2 The legal basis for collectng data from Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)
In the context of ubiquitous computng and Open Source Intelligence[25] (OSINT) a vast array of
informaton has become retrievable with the click of a mouse. This, in turn, has led to new
perceptons about how the processed data – known as big data – may be used for Cyber-Security
purposes. The use of OSINT is growing signifcantly.[26] This includes the mining of Social Media
Intelligence (SOCMINT).[27] Data Mining techniques have enormously expanded the possibilites
and the powerfulness of detectng and mitgatng risks as they allow managing larger amounts of
data and processing them in a faster and more sophistcated way. New strategies for using OSINT
are also designed to antcipate natonal security threats such as internatonal terrorism. It is not
widely known that informaton from social media is being gathered and monitored. From a data
protecton rights perspectve, the gathering of OSINT demands proper checks and balances. This is
especially important, when using and exchanging this data. OSINT is data collected from publicly
available sources, including social media, that has been discovered, determined to be of
intelligence value.[28] It is the informaton “that anyone can lawfully obtain by […] observaton”.
[29] Social media can also include forums or blogs as well as platorms such as Twiter. Twiter
occupies a certain hybrid positon because it also ofers users non-public communicaton channels.
Twiter is nevertheless focused on the presentaton of public communicaton. The term "publicly
available" is not defned by law. This includes informaton in any form that is generally available to
a wide range of people.[30] It is only important that the content is accessible to the public and not
to a specifc group of people through privacy setngs. The decisive factor for determining the
public is whether the data was made available to the public or only within a closed group or circle.
This is not a problem if data can be freely accessed on the Internet without registraton. Social
media sets diferent thresholds for access. This raises the queston which informaton can no
longer be regarded as accessible if – for example by registraton – access barriers exist. According
to the term, data is regarded as public if there is no, or only an insignifcant, de facto restricton .
This applies in partcular to technical access barriers to make the access more difcult for bots and
crawlers – if no additonal individual requirements for access are made. An individual access exists
if the login is specifcally used to check that the content belongs to the group of addressees. For
registraton on, for example, Twiter, there are no special technical restrictons. It is accessible to
everyone without a special access threshold. In the present case, the informaton shared by the
network is to be regarded as public.
An important problem with the processing of the informaton is that numerous data, available on
open social media, is related to individuals. For most people this data mining takes place without
knowing that the data subject is being “profled”. In additon, the Council of Europe highlighted
the risk of automatc data processing.[31] Contrarily, ofcials[32] and some legal
commentators[33] argue that social media is part of the public domain and therefore anyone is
able to access it and justfy it on the basis that where users disclose personal data on social media,
they do so knowing that the terms and conditons of the social media platorms almost invariably
state their data may be shared with others. This does not refect the reality of social media use.
Even in the simplest case, where the data subject has knowingly disclosed personal data, it is
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simply not credible to argue that acceptng the terms and conditons negates any kind of
expectaton of privacy. Such consent is neither specifc nor informed and has become efectvely
illusory.[34] Hence the lack, in the main, of a legal debate around the collecton and sharing of
OSINT without consent and usually, knowledge, of the data subject. Regardless of the fact that
some data subjects provide this informaton voluntarily and that it can be accessed online without
signifcant barriers, it is comprehensively protected as personal data by the GDPR.[35]
The frst queston to be asked is whether a legal basis is necessary regarding the use of “generally
accessible data"[36]. Under the GDPR, the term "generally accessible data"[37] does not appear
explicitly, although generally accessible data provides, for example, the basis for scoring and big
data analyses. The GDPR is mainly focused on the purpose of processing and not on the origin of
the data. As a result, the processing of generally accessible data is also subject to restrictons.[38]
Its mere existence in public space does not authorise third partes to use the data.[39] It should be
noted that the informaton is rarely given deliberately by the person it relates to. For informaton
that is obviously not made public and consent is not apparent from the circumstances, Art. 6 GDPR
may be considered in additon to consent. Therefore, Art. 6 (4) GDPR specifes general conditons
for lawfulness of data processing – not based on consent – for diferent purposes other than those
for which the personal data was initally collected. Leaving the controller to conduct the
assessment, the diferent purpose should be compatble with the original purposes, including
taking into account “(…) c) the nature of the personal data (…); d) the possible consequences of
the intended further processing for data subjects”. Recital 47 states that the reasonable
expectatons of users of social media should be taken into account. As a result of the public
availability, the data subject, who expressly provides his or her data to the public, renounces the
specifc protecton of GDPR regarding the balancing test.[40] Ultmately, it depends on the
distncton between primary and secondary data and the processing context. The mere knowledge
which corresponds to the type of use by permission does not require any legal basis. However, the
collecton and evaluaton of informaton are accompanied by a greater intensity of interventon,
which requires a legal basis. It should be noted that in the case of primary data the public
availability means a partal renunciaton of confdentality. An absolute protecton would not
justfy the circumstance of a conscious sharing. Based on this, the possible use of secondary data
could override the interest of the controller. At least in those cases where it can be expected – for
example when reportng security incidents – that these data is of interest to the public and is not
perceived only by a limited group of people, the interest of the processing overrides the
fundamental rights of the data subject.
It is, thus, of utmost importance to draw the limits of data processing, integrate the appropriate
data protecton safeguards into the applicatons and fnd the right balance between making use of
Incident Response and protectng personal data. There remain, as necessary prerequisites for
legitmising the processing, obligatons which must be met concerning principles of fairness and
data minimisaton referred to in Art. 5 GDPR.[41] This will be explained later on.

2.3 The legal basis regarding the processing of data in sharing informaton about
incidents
As well as detectng incidents within Ticketng Systems, companies may well wish to disclose and
share this security-related informaton about a relevant atack or vulnerabilites to outside partes.
Vulnerabilites and security incidents are rarely specifc to a single company. Knowing how an
atack was detected and mitgated can help other companies to take preventve and repressive
actons. However, sharing security-related informaton among companies by using the MISP[42]
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sharing platorm poses key challenges for data protecton. MISP is a trusted collaboratve platorm
that allows the sharing and correlaton of security incident indicators.[43] In this platorm the
company can create and manage groups (peers) with other companies and share informaton with
those groups. New threats can be detected and mitgated more quickly in a joint-efort and the
response can be adequately coordinated throughout the whole community. Therefore, the need
for having reliable informaton sharing platorms in place will be key to successful collaboraton.
2.3.1

Assessment of compatbility

As noted above, the informaton handled by the project is generally associated with identfers
such as IP- and e-mail addresses. When personal data is shared in MISP, this must also be
legitmised by a legal basis. Special atenton must be paid to the principle of purpose limitaton.
[44] Purpose limitaton protects data subjects by setng limits on how controllers are able to use
their data. This makes the purpose of data processing binding. Under this principle, Art. 5 (1)(b)
GDPR states that personal data will only be collected and used for specifed, explicit and legitmate
purposes that are compatble[45] with the purpose for which they were originally collected. The
concept of purpose limitaton has two main building blocks: purpose specifcaton and compatble
use. In this case, no legal basis except from that which allowed the collecton of the personal data
is required. Art. 5 (1)(b) GDPR does not prohibit further processing of personal data for diferent
purposes, but only for purposes incompatble with those originally specifed. Therefore, further
processing of personal data diferent from, but compatble with, the original purpose is not
precluded. A change of purpose is only possible within the limits of Art. 6 (4) GDPR.[46] Art. 6 (4)
GDPR provides a broad excepton from the requirement of compatble purpose. If the new
purpose is incompatble with the original purpose, the data subject’s consent must be obtained, or
a diferent legal basis for the processing invoked. Compatbility needs to be assessed on a case-bycase basis. A substantve compatbility assessment requires an assessment of all relevant
circumstances. In partcular, the following key factors should be taken into account as they are
factors that have been identfed by the Art. 29 Working Party.[47] Whilst Art. 29 Working Party
opinions are not legally binding they are considered to be indicators of good practce. [48] First of
all, the relatonship between the purposes for which the personal data has been collected and the
purposes of further processing should be considered. According to the Art. 29 Working Party, the
greater the distance between the purposes of collecton and further processing, the more
problematc the compatbility assessment. The other factors focus on the context in which the
personal data has been collected and the reasonable expectatons of the data subjects as to their
further use, the nature of the personal data and the impact of further processing on data subjects
and the safeguards adopted by the controller to ensure fair processing and to prevent any undue
impact on the data subjects. Recital 50 states that the reasonable expectatons of the data subject
are decisive factors. The more surprising the further processing is, the more problematc this
would be for the compatbility assessment.[49] Therefore, diferent kinds of safeguards, including
technical and organisatonal measures to ensure functonal separaton, such as full or partal
anonymisaton, pseudonymisaton, aggregaton of data, and privacy-enhancing technologies
should be taken into account.[50] The concept of technical and organisatonal measures will be
explained later on.
In the present case, there is a change of purpose according to Art. 6 (4) GDPR. The collected
personal data from a variety of diferent sources, was originally not collected for the purpose of
detectng security incidents and ensuring IT security. The consent or the contractual basis are
usually not covered by this. It requires a new legal basis and must be available not only for entre
data sets but also for each individual data. This raises a number of practcal difcultes. In practce,
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these problems require extensive and detailed contracts, work agreements and Data Protecton
Impact Assessments. The Art. 29 Working Party has published the fnal version of its Guidelines in
Data Protecton Impact Assessments.[51] Under Art. 35 GDPR, performing a Data Protecton
Impact Assessment is mandatory for any processing actvity that represents a high risk to data
subjects. The guidelines provide a list of nine criteria of processing – like evaluaton or scoring,
automated decision making with signifcant efect, systematc monitoring, matching or combining
datasets – which require a Data Protecton Impact Assessment. A table of examples provides
useful comparisons for organisatons assessing their own actvites.
2.3.2

Legal basis of further processing

The principle of lawful processing of data is complemented by Art. 6 GDPR, which lists six
categories for the legitmate processing of data. In line with the principle of lawfulness of
processing, the approach of the GDPR is to not permit processing, unless this is permited under
circumstances provided in Art. 6 GDPR. The most general justfcaton is provided by Art. 6 (1)(f)
GDPR.
In the following paragraphs, fve legal grounds which could be used for informaton sharing of
personal data for the general purpose of ensuring IT-Security will be detailed.
Consent is enshrined under Artcle 7 GDPR and defned under recital 32. Consent should be freely
given by a specifc, unambiguous and informed indicaton of the data subject’s agreement to the
processing of personal data relatng to him. Proper informaton and transparency is a key issue in
any data processing operaton.[52] The practcal requirements are outlined in Art. 12 - 14 GDPR.
[53] The transparency requirements in the GDPR apply irrespectve of the legal basis for
processing and throughout the technical cycle of processing. In order to be able to decide freely,
informed consent is necessary. Consent involves the need for disclosure of all the relevant
informaton that may infuence the judgement and the choice of the data subject. This requires all
informaton about the controller, the purpose of data processing and whether the controller may
pass on the data to third partes. The controller must provide informaton so that the data subject
can assess the importance and the scope of his or her consent.[54] The general informaton, that
data is passed on to third partes, is not sufcient . It should, therefore, be noted that the consent
of the data subject is not based on the consent of the transmitng party, such as the OSINT
source. However, the consent of the data subject can be declared to the OSINT source. Finally, the
consent can be withdrawn at any tme with efect for the future. This means that the legal basis
for data protecton can be withdrawn ex nunc at any tme. In most cases, OSINT sources cannot
rely on the consent of data subjects. This follows from the type of data and the source of
informaton itself. In summary, consent must be rejected as a legal basis. It is hardly practcable.
Nevertheless, the policies of some Computer Emergency Response Teams (CSIRTs) provide that
consent is required when the data subject is the victm or the target of a threat. In additon, the
informaton of an atack is usually not obtained directly from the atacker. Instead it is a result of
an analysis thereof. In this case Art. 14 GDPR is usually applicable. This artcle requires that specifc
informaton, such as the identty and contact details of the controller, is provided to the data
subject. Art. 14 GDPR carves out a broad set of exceptons to the requirement of the transparency
principle where personal data has not been obtained from the data subject. “These exceptons
should, as a general rule, be interpreted and applied narrowly”.[55] Specifcally, in the case of
sharing atacks, Art. 14 (5)(b) GDPR is the most relevant, statng that Art. 14 (1) to (4) GDPR shall
not apply if “the obligaton referred to in paragraph 1 of this Artcle is likely to render impossible
or seriously impair the achievement of the objectves of that processing”. To rely on this
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excepton, controllers must demonstrate that the mere provision set out in Art. 14 (1) GDPR would
undermine the objectves of Incident Response. This restricton needs however, to be balanced
with appropriate measures such as making the informaton publicly available. The Art. 29 Working
Party has pointed out, that, “reliance on this aspect of Artcle 14.5(b) pre-supposes that the data
processing satsfes all of the principles set out in Artcle 5 and that most importantly, in all of the
circumstances, the processing of the personal data is fair and that it has a legal basis”[56].
Controllers should carefully consider the circumstances and context of each situaton where
transparency informaton is required, including the potental impact of security-related incidents.
Informaton on the existence of automated decision-making deals with the same problem. The Art.
29 Working Party has produced guidelines on automated individual decision making, which should
be referred to for further guidance on how transparency should be given efect.[57]
The provision of Art. 6 (1)(b) GDPR covers the case in which the processing of personal data is
necessary for a contractual or pre-contractual context. The requirements are strict as the necessity
criteria will not be considered as such unless the processing is truly central and unavoidable in
order to complete the transacton. The data processing in ITS.Overview is not required for the
performance of a contract with the data subject.
According to Art. 6 (1)(c) GDPR, processing may be permited in the case of a legal obligaton to
which the controller is subject. Control, monitoring and order functons in accordance with Art. 23
(1)(h) also justfy such processing. A legal obligaton could also result from the obligaton to report
critcal infrastructures pursuant to the Directve on Security of Network and Informaton Systems
(NIS Directve). However, this obligaton does not imply that a comprehensive transfer of data
such as this one is permissible in order to comply with the reportng obligaton. The obligaton is to
detect security incidents and not to process data. Data processing is only a necessary part of the
obligaton to report.
Another basis for lawful processing of personal data is when processing is necessary for the
performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of ofcial authority
vested in the controller. The scope of Art. 6 (1)(e) GDPR is twofold: it covers cases in which data
controllers may be required to meet certain obligatons in the public interest as well as situatons
in which data controllers operate as delegated authorites from government insttutons. Recital
45 states that there must be a legal basis for this in Union law or in the law of a Member State.
Ensuring security of the network is in the public interest, but not explicitly defned by legislaton.
This may be the case for CERTs or CSIRTs (collectvely Computer Emergency Teams), which can use
this excepton to legitmise their data processing. Obviously, this opton would only apply if the
CERT has been given a specifc legal mandate to that efect. However, neither the NIS Directve nor
the GDPR expressly includes the legal basis for the processing and transfer of personal data
between companies and CERTs. Only recital 72 of the NIS Directve mentons the need to process
personal data when exchanging informaton on incidents and when complying with the obligaton
to report security incidents to the competent natonal authorites or CSIRTs. The GDPR refers to
this issue in recital 49, which identfes IT-Security as a legitmate interest. The collecton and
further processing of personal data from OSINT and Ticketng Systems ensures appropriate IT
security. However, according to Art. 6 (1)(e) GDPR, this public interest must be explicitly defned
by law. Nevertheless, recitals have a strong legal character in European Union acts. Artcle 296 of
the Treaty on the Functoning of the European Union states that acts must be accompanied by a
statement, which makes the recitals part of a regulaton and important for its interpretaton. In
the event of a contradicton – as is the case here – between recital and artcle, the text of the
artcle takes immediate precedence. The legislature must, therefore, create the legal basis for data
processing of personal data for CERTs. All in all, this is not applicable at large to the ITS.Overview
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project, as private sector partners do not operate as delegated authorites nor exercise functons
of a public nature in the public interest.
Finally, Art. 6 (1)(f) GDPR may be used as a legal ground for the processing of personal data in
ITS.Overview. This artcle, formulatng the legitmate interest clause, allows the controller to
process personal data if, in partcular, none of the other circumstances listed in Art. 6 GDPR can be
invoked as a legal basis. The lawfulness of Art. 6 (1)(f) GDPR asks for a test based on the legitmacy
and necessity of the processing, and balance between the interests of controllers and data
subjects. Art. 6 (1)(f) GDPR justfes this, however any partcular use or sharing must satsfy the
requirements “necessary”, “legitmate interest”[58] of the controller or a third party and that
these interests are not overridden by the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject.
According to the Artcle 29 Working Party, “this balance of interest test should take into account
issues of proportonality, the relevance of the personal data to the litgaton and the consequences
for the data subject”. Comparing the assessment of the necessity and legitmacy of the proposed
processing with the assessment of harm that may be caused to the data subject’s fundamental
rights, make it apparent whether the proposed acton is necessary for the legitmate purpose or
whether this purpose is overridden by the need to protect individual rights of the data subject.[59]
This assessment is likely to vary from case to case. The 3-step test – necessity, legitmacy and
balance of the interests – is therefore a helpful guideline. These low requirements for a justfed
interest are compensated for by the data subject's rights.
In the case of ITS.Overview, the main purpose of their legitmate interest, ensuring appropriate ITSecurity, should be balanced against the need to protect the fundamental rights of the data
subject. Recital 49 states that network and informaton security is an overriding legitmate
interest. CERTs and CSIRTs are explicitly mentoned. The necessity of such a framework to
efciently fght incidents is justfed by the character of cybercrime and the signifcant threat
posed by atacks. The need for cooperaton and informaton sharing is thus vital. Due to
cooperaton and sharing, the framework has a concrete potental to mitgate incidents. However,
it must be recalled that, in the context of widespread cybercrime, users cannot fully enjoy
protecton of data without efectve cybersecurity. Therefore, the need for security and the
exercise of the fundamental right to data protecton are complementary.
The collecton and sharing of a massive amount of data, which is inherent to the Ticketng System
and MISP, goes hand in hand with a loss of transparency, which could speak for its outweighing
data subject’s rights. However, publicly available data from OSINT sources is also processed. As
explained above, at least in those cases where it can be expected – for example when reportng
security incidents – this data is of interest to the public and not only perceived by a limited group
of people. Thus the interest of processing overrides the fundamental rights of the data subject.
While the need to ensure IT Security is clearly legitmate, the proportonality assessment will bear
upon the adequacy and necessity of the means used to achieve this goal, thus on the design of the
ITS.Overview soluton. Ensuring compliance with the essental IT-Security principles of
confdentality, integrity and availability, suitable security measures are therefore indispensable.
These protecton goals should be implemented in as many layers of the IT environment as
possible, following a layered defence approach. The conditons of a layered defence are related to
the system itself and therefore include both the hardware and sofware components as well as the
network level. Actons, such as Privacy by Design and Default[60], that provide beter protecton
for those rights are therefore more likely justfed under Art. 6 (1)(f) GDPR. Diferent factors can
afect the individual rights of the data subject: “what identfer, if any, is associated with the
informaton being processed or disclosed; whether the informaton was gathered by a process that
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limits the informaton gathered (…) or one with no built-in limits (…); and how widely and to whom
informaton will be disclosed”[61]. When sharing personal informaton, the project can add
metadata that designates how this data should be handled by the recipient, especially if it might
be distributed further. The most common method is the Trafc Light Protocol (TLP)[62], which
defnes four simple sharing levels. In additon, if a company decides to share with an external
company, informaton is ofen transformed in order to remove selected personal elements.
Nevertheless, anonymisaton has theoretcal limitatons and, there are methods that can be used
to reveal the original data by correlatng the anonymised informaton with other datasets.
Therefore, some very personal informaton elements should be removed completely – if possible
for further use – from the informaton shared with external partes.
A practcal example for sharing security-related informaton to trusted partes is the disclosure of
IP addresses. The IP address is undoubtedly of signifcance for Incident Response as it is used to
identfy the source of an incident. The processing of personal data is an essental part of the
investgaton of security incidents through detecton and repression.[63] However, according to
the Artcle 29 Working Party, IP addresses can be considered as personal data because of the
possibility of IP addresses being linked to a natural person.[64] Thus, whenever IP addresses are to
be exchanged, GDPR is likely to be found applicable.[65] Internet protocols or e-mail addresses are
indispensable for an Incident Response management. IT-Security without cooperaton and
informaton exchange is difcult to implement. The IP address is undoubtedly essental to the
Incident Response management[66], as an example of personal data that is frequently used to
identfy the source of an incident. This can, however, put Incident Response in a complicated
positon. Specifcally, if companies obtain informaton that may lead to the identfcaton of a
harmed data subject. It is quite likely that they may not be permited to exchange this informaton
freely with other companies, as it qualifes as personal data that may not be processed without
appropriate justfcatons as described above. Thus, even if a company can successfully explain
why it has a mandate to process an IP address under Art. 6 GDPR, this does not necessarily imply
that the sharing of such personal data with third partes is also lawful. Incident Response should
be cautous on this point, as a violaton of the GDPR principles may expose liability. This requires a
case to case balancing test. Furthermore, it should be noted that some Member States[67] have
implemented specifc protectons and additonal safeguards with respect to judicial informaton.
Incident Response may be confronted with diverging natonal restrictons. Several instances of this
problem are mentoned in ENISA.[68]
Data protecton is regarded as the most important legal aspect concerning informaton sharing.
More specifcally, the broad scope of the personal data concept causes challenges in practce, as it
can cover a large number of data types commonly collected and exchanged by Incident Response.
Other difcultes include the diferences between laws in diferent countries, and the law
profession’s lack of understanding of IT and security incidents in partcular as well as the poor
implementaton of data protecton safeguards in Incident Response. In summary, it can be said
that, unless the informaton from social media is private, sensitve or otherwise confdental
and/or the data is generally inaccessible, it cannot be assumed that the data subject’s right of
informatonal self-determinaton outweighs the legitmate interest in ensuring appropriate IT
security of the controller when sharing is required to mitgate a clear and serious threat. It must
also be recognised that the sharing of informaton – including in cross border scenarios – should
not be examined fundamentally as a risk to the fundamental right to privacy, without also
acknowledging that this sharing is a preconditon for responding efectvely to incidents. The
controller can rely on Art. 6 (1)(f) GDPR – in a case to case balancing test – as justfcaton for
further processing. It should be noted that the collecton of data for internal uses is a separate
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purpose from the sharing with third partes. This issue is made even more complicated by the
cross border aspect. Indeed, Incident Response would need to be aware of what the limits of their
obligatons are, and what this implies with respect to the data processing.
In brief, the concept of data controller in a sharing environment is not always trivial. According to
Art. 4 (7) GDPR the controller “determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal
data”, either alone or in partnership with other data controllers. In a peer-to-peer collaboraton
network, all the peers are separate data controllers for the processing actvity “share
informaton”. When the peers decide to process the shared informaton, they become the data
controller of the separate processing. It is the responsibility of the controller to ensure appropriate
safeguards.

3.

Risk management and data protecton

New informaton technologies change the privacy risks we are facing, but technology can also help
to minimise or even avoid risks. With the GDPR, the most relevant obligatons for controllers
concern data protecton by design and default[69]. In partcular, according to GDPR security
equally covers confdentality, integrity and availability and should be considered following a riskbased approach. This follows the principle of accountability that is enshrined in Art. 5 (2) GDPR,
establishing that the data controller shall be responsible for and able to demonstrate compliance
with GDPR. The higher the risk, the more rigorous the measures that the controller needs to take.
Art. 5 GDPR puts data security at the core of data protecton together with the rest of data
protecton principles, i.e. lawfulness, fairness and transparency, purpose limitaton, accuracy and
storage limitaton.
Despite the benefts of collectng and sharing mentoned above, it cannot be accepted that
Incident Response comes at a cost for privacy. The extensive collecton and sharing of personal
data has given rise to serious privacy concerns. In order to allow for all the benefts of Incident
Response, it is of utmost importance to integrate appropriate safeguards into the applicatons and
fnd the right balance between making use of Incident Response and protectng personal data. At
the same tme, the security of IT systems always requires the security of data.[70] Technical and
organisatonal measures[71] must serve the purposes of data security and system protecton.[72]
The threats that the measures should prevent, ensuring integrity and confdentality, include in
partcular unlawful processing and data leaks. The type of informaton collected and shared in
these applicatons can be too sensitve to be exposed to third partes. These measures should be
embedded into the design of technologies instead of being adopted as ex post remedies once
privacy violatons have already occurred.[73] Furthermore, these measures should address the
whole process involving the individual’s data as well as implement transparency. However, there
aren’t concrete guidelines on how to put GDPR principles into acton. A frst hurdle to be
overcome is the potental conficts or inconsistencies between privacy objectves and functonal
and non-functonal requirements of the system. Therefore, legal experts are working closely with
computer scientsts during the entre project duraton.
Ensuring appropriate[74] privacy safeguards, Art. 25 and 32 GDPR give a baseline concerning how
to implement technical and organisatonal measures to ensure a level of security appropriate to
the inherent risk to the data being processed. From a technical standpoint, Privacy by Design is a
challenging endeavour. It is a multfaceted noton stemming from a variety of data protecton
principles which are generally not defned very precisely. In additon, these requirements may be
in tension with others such as functonal requirements, like ease of use. Privacy by Default
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requires a systemic approach to confguring systems, with high privacy protecton being the
default opton. To implement all these requirements, a wide range of safeguards are available.
This may include anonymisaton, pseudonymisaton, in partcular encrypton and as well as
aggregaton[75].[76] Furthermore, clear responsibilites must be atributed and security roles
documented. It is a requirement that ensures only legitmate persons can access the processed
data. Data access should be restricted to authorised personnel and only for legally authorised
purposes such as data security and integrity. Therefore, implementaton of a security policy with
respect to the processing of personal data is of vital importance. Organisatonal security measures
should be backed up by technical measures, including the use of privacy-enabling technologies.
Any security measures will only be as good as the people applying it. Staf members must,
therefore, be educated and trained in data security. These measures must be in place at all stages
of personal data processing.
This requires a closer look at the privacy problems that originate when people interact with
technical devices or their interactons are mediated by technical devices. Over the last few
decades, perceived privacy has been fading away. To overcome this dilemma, the collecton and
sharing of personal data had to become user-controlled. User control of personal informaton
disclosure supports users in deciding which personal informaton is released to whom and in which
situaton. When using platorms such as MISP, trust-based sharing of personal data between
peers[77] via TLP or authentcaton by QR code should be taken into account. This classifes data
with regard to their sensitvity, regulates conditons for further processing and creates trust
through authentcaton amongst peers. TLP uses four colours to indicate sharing boundaries. It
provides a simple procedure for indicatng when and how personal informaton can be shared.[78]
As a result, an Incident Response should have a well-defned sharing policy to determine what
types of informaton can be provided to diferent companies.[79] Nevertheless, trust is the single
most important feature of a successful cooperatve relatonship and a concept directly related to
the term’s credibility[80] and reliability. The exchange and sharing of informaton and knowledge
regarding threats, vulnerabilites, incidents and mitgaton strategies results from the company’s
growing need to protect against targeted atacks. In Incident Response, trust refers to the
assumpton by each involved company, that other companies which are involved in a transacton
will share among peers as expected. In additon, each company trusts that all companies will use
all necessary precautons and sensible measures to ensure that no data leakage will occur. Trust is
undermined when only one party is actve in sharing, without getng much in return from other
partes. Data protecton principles are a core component of the trust underlying the relatonship
between peers.[81]
Anonymisaton[82] and pseudonymisaton[83], in partcular encrypton of data, could allow the
sidestepping of obligatons as well as ensuring that any data is unintelligible to any person who is
not authorised to access it. While encrypted data reduces the potental privacy risks due to
unauthorised access (for example during data transfer), removal of personally identfable
informaton also reduces the risks of unintended disclosure and privacy violatons.
Anonymisaton is described in recital 26 as a process of modifying personal data in such a way that
the data must be “stripped of sufcient elements”[84] such that the data subject can no longer be
re identfed. Data which is integrally anonymised doesn’t need to comply with the principles of
data protecton.[85] Anonymisaton removes the component – the possibility of identfying a
natural person – that requires legal protecton. Ensuring adequate data protecton and achieving a
balance between controllers and data subjects, anonymisaton is sufcient data protecton.
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Determining whether anonymisaton is fully accomplished requires a case-by-case examinaton.
[86] Although, recital 26 refers to anonymised data as data in which the data subject is no longer
identfable, total impossibility of re-identfcaton can be extremely difcult to achieve. Even if the
direct identfcaton through a single data source is no longer possible, by combining data sources
anonymised data could become once again personal data. Moreover, progressive removal of
personal elements can reduce the possible data utlity to controllers. Perfect anonymisaton is
difcult in practce without compromising the utlity of the data in Incident Response. Therefore,
this measure is rarely practcable.[87] Due to the difcultes of achieving anonymisaton,
pseudonymisaton has grown as an alternatve to reduce data protecton issues while preserving
the value of the data.
The concept of pseudonymisaton is defned under the GDPR as processing personal data in such a
manner that a data subject cannot be singled out any more without the use of additonal
informaton. Nevertheless, that data remains personal data.[88] The processing with this data
involves fewer risks for the individual, but it does not necessarily reduce it signifcantly. The aim of
such a process is to replace the identfable characteristcs of a person with a code (pseudonym), in
such a way that the data can no longer be related to a specifc natural person, except for by those
capable of, or authorised in, executng the reversal process. The data subject’s identty is disguised
in a re-traceable way. This in turn leads to a greater risk to individuals when compared to
anonymous data, which doesn’t need to apply with the principles of data protecton. However,
pseudonymous data is stll subject to the GDPR, as there is a concrete risk of re-traceability.
Despite the risk at stake for data subjects, this remains an important tool to help mitgate data
protecton risks, as pseudonyms are only indirectly identfable[89] and the reversal process can
only be conducted with a key. The key should be ideally be held by a trusted third party. According
to the Artcle 29 Working Party, the efciency of this processing depends on diferent factors that
can infuence the possibility of the reversal process occurring. These are at which stage the data is
used, how secure it is against reverse tracing, the size of the populaton in which the individual is
hidden, the ability to link individual transactons or records to the same person, etc.[90]
Furthermore, any informaton from a company to a service or between companies should
preferably be encrypted using modern cryptographic techniques to render it unintelligible to
intruders. All types of communicatons from the company should be protected. Encrypton[91] – in
both storage and transmission – entails changing informaton into a secret code to prevent
unauthorised access by third partes. Encrypton technologies have contributed signifcantly to the
confdentality of personal data, but processing of encrypted data raises many difcultes, in
partcular in case of the reuse of the data. However, this is a task that will be resolved during the
project.
In MISP, some of the informaton could be considered as pseudonymised. The incident’s atributes
are not linked to each other and usually do not enable the identfcaton a data subject by
themselves, without additonal informaton. Yet, combining data stll bears an immanent risk of
identfability.[92] Thus, enttes using anonymisaton or pseudonymisaton need to stay updated
on advancements in technology. A requirement to use Privacy by Design/Default and privacy
enhancing technologies should certainly assist in data minimisaton. However, due to the necessity
of processing a massive amount of data, data minimisaton will not be enough to deal with
processing data in Incident Response. It is worth statng that these measures don’t free the
controller from the GDPR obligatons as pseudonymisaton and anonymisaton are not intended to
preclude any other measures of data protecton according to recital 28 GDPR. Regular Risk
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Management should integrate various security controls for IT-Security systems.[93] However,
recital 26 GDPR consttutes that anonymisaton could fulfl this purpose. In an appropriate Incident
Response, it will rarely be possible to anonymise the security-related informaton without making
them useless for preventng or detectng local instances of the same incident. Therefore, the
author suggests that, because of the increasing ease of re-identfcaton and the near-impossibility
of full anonymisaton of personal data, the basic approach should be to reduce the collectng and
even inital storing of personal data to the absolute minimum in conjuncton with role
authorisatons and pseudonymisaton.
In summary, full anonymisaton is very hard to achieve and in most cases rarely practcable, while
pseudonymisaton does not release data controllers from ensuring compliance with the GDPR.
Therefore, companies must bear in mind the risks and standards for anonymisaton and
pseudonymisaton.
The selecton of technical and organisatonal measures ensuring data protecton should result
from the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing and the possibility of a breach and its
severity. Therefore, the state of the art should be taken into account. The system’s design should
respond to the technology evoluton. State of the art is one of the relevant criteria based on
measures outlined above. By using technical standards, it is possible to defne this vague term.
Global standards related to regulatory compliance and security have increasingly been adopted in
Germany. Standards such as the ISO 27000 series family[94] have become common benchmarks
for IT-Security systems. This sets forth robust data security and protecton requirements and is
already widely used in the private sector. ISO/IEC 27001 intends to bring informaton security
under explicit management control and mandates requirements that defne how to implement,
monitor, maintain and improve the system. It also prescribes a set of best practces that includes
access control, documentaton requirements as well as correctve and preventve measures. Based
on this guideline and the 3-step-theory[95], it gives specifc guidance on assessing risks and
implementng state of the art controls for protectng personally identfable informaton. Explicitly
linked to ISO/IEC 27000 concepts the standard ISO/IEC 29100 is to be seen as complementary.[96]
However, measures must be regularly tested and assessed for their efectveness and should be
updated where justfed. The Privacy by Design and Default approach is a contnuous and iteratve
process.
The scope and enforcement of the GDPR brings with it challenges for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs). SMEs must identfy the level of risk depending on nature, scope, context of
processing and proactvely implement appropriate measures. Taking into account the “specifc
characteristcs of SMEs, such as limited resources, unavailability of qualifed personnel and specifc
sectorial regulatory provisions”[97], a simplifed approach for an Incident Response system is
necessary. Based on this, a Sofware as a Service (SaaS)- based soluton can help SMEs in
understanding the threats and calculatng their occurrence probability as well as achieving GDPR
objectves.

4. Sofware as a Service (SaaS)-based or On Premises (On Prem)
soluton
The framework can be confgured as On Prem or SaaS. These diferent infrastructure solutons[98]
must protect data from many types of failures. The diference is signifcant, as SMEs, in partcular,
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cannot operate Incident Response management locally. One of the core obligatons for businesses,
including SMEs, in GDPR compliance, is that of the security of data. While bigger companies “have
the possibility to respond to and appropriately implement Incident Response systems, SMEs do
not have always have the necessary expertse and resources to do so”.[99] According to ENISA,
“this contextual analysis of risks however, cannot be easily performed or even brought down to
the level of an SME due to the broad diferences among the aspects that have to be taken into
account and the familiarisaton required with all GDPR provisions”[100]. This can afect the way in
which personal data is processed, hindering at the same tme compliance with legal obligatons. In
order to achieve their objectves, SMEs are increasingly depending on networks, systems and
applicatons. The SaaS-based soluton provided by the project can be adopted by SMEs in order to
achieve compliance with the GDPR.
The project provides guidelines for protectng data in both On Prem and cloud-based storage
infrastructures. In this part, the author will discuss the main diferences and the most appropriate
opton with regard to data protecton.
Cloud Computng is a business model that facilitates the use of computng in a scalable and fexible
manner thanks to the beter management of computng resources.[101] SaaS ofers to outsource
end-user sofware applicaton based on a cloud infrastructure.[102] Cloud Computng data is
processed and stored outside the private environment of the ofce. The user only has the
preliminary choice of accessing a Cloud. Afer this decision, the user’s data is registered and stored
by a service. For that reason, users should be adequately informed of how the technology works.
The benefts of cloud computng make it appealing to a wide range of customers. Despite the
management and cost advantages, there are a number of informaton and privacy protecton
concerns, in partcular when the cloud is used to process personal data.[103] These concerns
result from organisatonal customer’s apparent lack of control and oversight of the way in which
personal data is protected and managed therein.[104] Further legal guidance and practcal advice
to comply with the GDPR is provided by The European Data Protecton Supervisor (EDSP) and the
European Union Agency for Network and Informaton Security (ENISA).[105] Therefore, equipping
ordinary users with knowledge and understanding of the Cloud is indispensable. In the worst-case
scenario, users will lose their data due to sofware or hardware failure. In conclusion, it can be
stated that the user should be informed about the potental risks associated with the processing of
his or her data and the company’s atempts to reduce these kind of risks (for example built-in
mechanisms such as Privacy by Design, data minimisaton, erasure procedures).
In contrast, the term On Prem refers to local hardware, meaning data is stored on local servers. By
hostng the infrastructure in the company’s environment and managing and administering policies,
rules, and reports, the company itself has the total ownership and control over data protecton.
But it is also to be noted, that the On Prem deployments, disaster recovery and regularly
scheduled and secure backup plans must be designed and implemented by the company.
Afer reviewing these possible confguratons, the author suggests that On Prem is the most
appropriate opton with regard to data protecton. The lack of transparency, loss of control over
the data and the lack of informaton about cloud operatons are three major risks associated with
cloud use. On Prem, on the other hand, ofers a level of security and control that's simply not
possible in the cloud.[106] An On Prem soluton provides businesses with control over all the data,
managed and handled by their own dedicated IT staf. However, a cloud-based soluton frees up
processing and bandwidth on-site, which means that the network operates more efciently and
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even securely. There are arguments for and against adoptng On Prem or a cloud-based soluton.
The result is reported to be dependent on the size and the fnancial resources of the company.

5. Conclusion
Companies are collectng a growing amount of cyber security informaton internally and externally
in order to beter protect themselves from cyber threats and maintain a strong cyber security
status. Sharing informaton about incidents has become a precious resource of informaton within
the IT community. However, in some situatons companies may not want to share internal
informaton due to a lack of trust and legitmate need for confdentality.[107] A suitable Incident
Response, in partcular a sharing system, would provide controls and safeguards, including
provisions to ensure privacy and data protecton. Incident Response routnely handles personal
informaton, therefore in the distributon step appropriate measures must be put in place to
ensure that the scope of data given to external organisatons is strictly controlled. In conclusion,
the author suggests removing personally identfable informaton or using encrypton wherever
possible. Admitedly, Incident Response has limitatons. According to the necessity of processing a
mass of informaton to create a detailed overview of IT-Security by using a Ticketng System, some
of these measures are technically impossible to implement. The informaton collected and
exploited for classifying purposes can’t be anonymous or encrypted when reportng security
incidents. This data is secure only during transfer. With more accurate classifcaton incorporatng
user knowledge, the system can beter protect data. Data classifcaton is a process to categorise
diferent types of informaton. Defning classifcaton and how the data is handled is critcally
important. Irrelevant data should be deleted as soon as possible.[108] In order to evaluate the
large datasets that are generated, Data Mining techniques for structured data can be used to
improve Incident Response. However, this is a task that will be resolved during the project.
Another challenge will be the collaboraton between peers. First, informaton should only be
disclosed to trusted partners. Secondly, the recipient company should only know the full IP
address of the threat source, not those of the corresponding system. These local addresses can
either be removed, or anonymised, by hashing or removing trailing component(s) of the IP
address.[109] This means that the disclosed informaton will only contain external identfers. In
case of the IP address of the threat source, processing of encrypted data raises many difcultes, in
partcular in case of the reuse of the data. The search for solutons within MISP will be done
through a chain of trusted contacts within the afected organisatons. Trust is the single most
important feature of a successful cooperatve relatonship. As a result, an Incident Response
should have a well-defned sharing policy to determine what types of informaton can be provided
to diferent organisatons. Sharing data shall take place afer authentcaton. The authentcaton is
done by using QR codes. Vulnerabilites and incidents are rarely specifc to a single organisaton, so
knowing how an atack was conducted and discovered can help others detect or prevent the same
happening to them. When the framework sends specifc warnings to the companies by OSINT, as
well as sharing what they learned from the incident with their peers, will have a positve outcome
for all companies. This needs a secure system for reportng and collaboraton. A wider sharing
should be covered by a clear policy and informaton marked, for example using the Trafc Light
Protocol (TLP), to indicate whether recipients may distribute it further.
Fundamentally, collectng and sharing personal data by Incident Response systems is part of a
wider debate about what legal and ethical safeguards should protect the data subject.
Furthermore, the debate is moving from being merely about collectng and sharing freely
accessible personal data as the companies increasingly enter personal data about their employees
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into the internal tcketng systems. Incident Response raises legal, as well as ethical, concerns. The
House of Commons, Science and Technology Commitee warn: “Given the scale and pace of data
gathering and sharing, however, distrust and concerns about privacy and security is ofen well
founded and must be resolved by industry and Government if the full value of big data is to be
realised.”[110] Legal and policy instruments should also be backed up by technical solutons in
order to be efectve.
Bridging the gap between law and technology design is the big challenge in this project. The
author takes the positon that the concept of Data Protecton by Design and Default is key to meet
this challenge. In this process, much work is to be done in reaching the goal of sharing data in a
privacy preserving manner. Above all, standards must be developed and appropriate safeguards
considered.
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